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NEW QUESTION: 1
A host attached to ethernet1/3 cannot access the Internet. The
default gateway is attached to ethernet1/4.
After troubleshooting, it is determined that traffic cannot
pass from ethernet1/3 to ethernet1/4.
What can be the cause of this problem?
A. DHCP has been set to Auto.

B. Interfaces ethernet1/3 and ethernet1/4 are in Virtual Wire
Mode.
C. Interface ethernet1/3 is in Layer 2 mode and interface
ethernet1/4 is in Layer 3 mode.
D. DNS has not been properly configured on the firewall.
Answer: C
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
In a Layer 2 deployment, the firewall provides switching
between two or more interfaces. Each group of interfaces must
be assigned to a VLAN object in order for the firewall to
switch between them.
In a Layer 3 deployment, the firewall routes traffic between
ports. An IP address must be assigned to each interface and a
virtual router must be defined to route the traffic. Choose
this option when routing is required.
References:
https://www.paloaltonetworks.com/documentation/70/pan-os/pan-os
/getting-started/basic- interface-deployments

NEW QUESTION: 2
Drag and drop the vManage policy configuration procedures from
the left onto the correct definitions on the right.
Answer:
Explanation:

NEW QUESTION: 3
In a quad Interceptor appliance deployment the directly
connected pairs are configured in failover modE.
IC-A &amp; IC-B are failover buddies
IC-C &amp; IC-D are failover buddies
To prevent asymmetric routing IC-A should be configured to have
a neighbor relationship with which of the following peer
Interceptors? (Select 2)
A. IC-B
B. Interceptor appliance uses auto discovery to learn about
each other
C. IC-C
D. IC-D
E. Neighbor relationships are unnecessary in a quad Interceptor
appliance deployment
Answer: C,D
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